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SPECIFIC COMMENT

1. Page 3 – Second bullet. Should the last sentence be written as “…natural gas burner/nozzle under a much shorter time duration.”?

RESPONSE

The sentence should read “…natural gas burner/nozzle under a much shorter time duration.”
SPECIFIC COMMENT

2. Page 4 – Urea Unit discussion. It would be useful if the terminology "essentially inerts" for the treated vapors was clarified…such as "(i.e. primarily nitrogen)" as appropriate to properly define the inerts.

RESPONSE

In their upcoming filing with the California Energy Commission (CEC), Hydrogen Energy California (HECA) will provide the composition of the vented gas stream.
SPECIFIC COMMENT

3. Page 8 – Second to last paragraph. The use of EMFAC2007 to determine on-road emissions may be problematic for the CEQA modeling analysis given that it isn’t the State approved model. The modeling of mobile source emissions is strictly being performed to meet CEQA analysis purposes so some additional discussion of why the out-of-date EMFAC2007 is appropriate or conservative should be provided. A discussion of the comparison of emissions factors, particular if EMFAC2007 would provide conservative emissions factors for the incoming/outgoing delivery trucks, both for criteria pollutants and DPM if true, would alleviate this concern.

RESPONSE

The California EMission FACtor 2007 (EMFAC2007) model is being used by the HECA Project because it has been approved by both California and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA). The EMFAC2011 model is not currently a federally approved model. The HECA Project is subject to both California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance. HECA will file a combined document with the CEC and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) that will provide information for CEC and DOE preparation of the combined CEQA and NEPA decision document.

HECA will also file a federal conformity analysis with U.S. EPA Region IX to demonstrate that the HECA Project will not interfere with state and local implementation plans that are designed to bring the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) into attainment status with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The conformity analysis will use the federally approved EMFAC2007 model to obtain on-road vehicle emission factors. Subsequent to EPA approval of the conformity analysis, it will be submitted to SJVAPCD. To ensure consistency between the CEQA and NEPA analyses and the federal conformity analysis, EMFAC2007 will be used to obtain vehicle emission factors for the emissions calculations and modeling.
SPECIFIC COMMENT

4. Page 9 – Meteorological data selection. It is understood given SJVAPCD modeling guidance why the Bakersfield meteorological data was selected for the criteria pollutant modeling analysis, but there is MM5 derived meteorological data from the west side of air basin that could be used for the HRA modeling. Please discuss why this data isn’t being used and identify if SJVAPCD was consulted about the use of this data for the HRA and the results of that consultation.

RESPONSE

SJVAPCD was consulted, and they provided meteorological data to be used for all dispersion modeling analyses using the American Meteorological Society/Environmental Protection Agency Regulatory Model (AERMOD), including both Ambient Air Quality Standards and Health Risk Assessment (HRA) modeling. SJVAPCD processed and provided to HECA the data from the most representative meteorological station, the Bakersfield airport, for the five most recent available meteorological years. HRA modeling will use AERMOD and Hotspots Analysis and Reporting Program (HARP) On-Ramp with the same meteorological data set used for the criteria pollutant modeling analyses for consistency with the analyses that will be conducted by SJVAPCD in review of the air permit. SJVAPCD has provided hourly meteorological data that pair in time with the hourly background ozone and nitrogen dioxide data for 2006–2010. This is the most recent 5-year data set available for all parameters needed. HECA will be using these years of data for all modeling analyses.

To determine the most representative meteorological station, SJVAPCD and HECA considered many factors. The HECA Project is situated in a valley at a base elevation of 87 meters. The Bakersfield airport station is 20 miles away and is also situated in the valley, with an elevation of 149 meters. However, sites on the west side of the air basin that use the MM5 data for the basis of the data set are at Missouri Triangle and Fellows, both upslope in the hills west of the HECA Project Site, at base elevations of 268 meters and 472 meters, respectively. Temperatures would generally be cooler in the hills, and wind patterns are not as representative at these stations as at the Bakersfield airport station, which is situated in the valley, as is the HECA Project Site.

Attachment 4-1 presents wind roses for a comparison of wind speed and direction at Bakersfield Meadows Field Airport, Fellows, and Missouri Triangle stations for the most recent 5-year periods at each site. The wind directional patterns differ more in the valley than in the hills; therefore, the most representative meteorological data from the Bakersfield station will be used for the criteria pollutant and HRA modeling.
ATTACHMENT 4-1

## Wind Rose Plot

**Bakersfield Meadows Field Airport 2006-2010**  
**SJVAPCD Processed, March 2012**

### Wind Speed Display
- Wind Speed: Bakersfield Meadows Reid Airport 2008-2010
- Direction (blowing from)

### Wind Rose Features:
- **NW - 15%**
- **NE - 12%**
- **SW - 9%**
- **SE - 6%**
- **West**
- **East**
- **North**
- **South**
- Wind Speed (m/s):
  - Calm: 0.0-2.1
  - 2.1-3.6
  - 3.6-5.7
  - 5.7-8.8
  - 8.8-11.1
  - >11.1

### Comments:
- **Data Period:**
  - Start Date: 1/1/2006 - 00:00
  - End Date: 12/31/2010 - 23:00

### Company Name:
- **URS**

### Modeler:
- **LMB**

### Calm Winds:
- 27.04%

### Total Count:
- 43746 hrs.

### Avg. Wind Speed:
- 2.91 m/s

### Date:
- 3/8/2012

### Project No.:
WIND ROSE PLOT:
MISSOURI TRIANGLE, CALIFORNIA SJVAPCD MM5 DATA

COMMENTS:
Start Date: 1/1/2004 - 00:00
End Date: 12/31/2008 - 23:00

COMPANY NAME:
URS

MODELER:
LMB

CALM WINDS:
2.70%

TOTAL COUNT:
43848 hrs.

AVG. WIND SPEED:
3.11 m/s

DATE:
3/8/2012

PROJECT NO.:
GENERAL COMMENT

1. Without a complete PFD and material and energy balance, it is difficult to determine if all of the potential new emissions sources have been identified in this protocol supplement. For example, is there no potential for ammonia emissions from the ammonia synthesis unit described on Page 4; or ammonia and/or nitric acid vapor off-gassing from the Ammonium Nitrate Unit, or nitric acid vapor from the UAN solution units that are both described on Page 5? Please be aware that the Energy Commission will require a complete PFD with a material and energy balance to confirm the emissions/modeling inputs, as well as for other analysis purposes.

RESPONSE

HECA’s upcoming CEC filing will include process flow diagrams (PFDs). The Air Quality and Public Health sections of the filing will include a description of all emission sources of criteria pollutants and toxic air contaminants and greenhouse gases (including stationary, mobile, vented, and fugitive emission sources).
GENERAL COMMENT

2. It is unclear if any air dispersion modeling of ammonia will be performed for nuisance odor, although we assume it will be included in the HRA modeling. Please specify if the new ammonia sources will be included in modeling that can assess odor impacts, including peak emission events. If not it should be clear in the emissions documentation that the ammonia emissions would not have the potential to exceed odor thresholds.

RESPONSE

Ammonia emissions from stationary and fugitive sources will be included in the HRA modeling for the HECA Project. The Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) acute threshold for ammonia is lower than the odor threshold for ammonia; thus, if the acute health index is less than significant, the ammonia concentration would be below the odor detection level. A discussion regarding the odor impacts from ammonia will be included in the Air Quality section of HECA’s upcoming filing.
GENERAL COMMENT

3. **Fugitive emissions from new piping component systems do not appear to be addressed. There is no description of the new fugitive emissions sources associated with the new fertilizer production process. These are expected to include at the very least the ammonia and nitric acid piping component fugitive emissions. The description of these emissions sources, whether they are negligible emission sources, and if found not to be negligible whether they would be included in the modeling analysis should be included in the discussion.**

RESPONSE

The fugitive emissions from the fertilizer plant will consist of ammonia, nitric acid, and a small amount of carbon dioxide (CO₂). The fugitive ammonia and nitric acid emissions from the fertilizer plant will be included in the HRA modeling. All emissions will be presented in HECA's upcoming filing.
GENERAL COMMENT

4. While not specifically mentioned we assume that near-field CO₂ modeling and H₂S odor modeling will be completed as was previously the case.

RESPONSE

HECA’s upcoming filing will include an assessment of the hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) emissions from HECA, compared against the 1-hour California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS). The CAAQS for H₂S is equivalent to its odor threshold; therefore, if the predicted impacts of 1-hour H₂S are less than the CAAQS, the H₂S should not be detectable offsite. Near-field modeling of the CO₂ from the CO₂ vent will also be conducted.
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